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of years and consists of two large group
This park site has been deveroped over arargenumber
guarO stred' In addition' there is a small
pavilions, a restroom& office'building, "J?"""utrty
gtuoel surface-parklng lot and scattered benches and
sandy beach area, a kayak launch *"u, u
on relatively flat land. The property along
picnic tables. Most of these improve*n?. *" located
ir. rilrrr', edge, however, has Jteep slopes down towards the water'
slopes appears to have been cleared or
Over the years, the shoreline vegetation along these
In aadition, some of the larger trees have died
thinned out to improve the visibility to G riier.
over
issues that the RBS POA has been working on
or have otherwise been removed. one of the
erosion is caused by
control along tft"t" st""p river banks' Some of the
recent years is
"rorion
areas appear to be caused by heavy foot
runofffrom developed areas of the park. other erosion
edge'
iraffrc as park users attempt to access to the water's

runoff to the river as well as to otherwise
In recent years there has been an effort to reduce
have been working to reestllfr9h low growing
control erosion. Community volunteer gro,tpt
of the sloped uria"' In addition' low grassed
native and Florida friendly plantings ufo?g
parking area edge to reduce direct runofffrom
berms have been installed along the gravi
with some of the landscape efforts.
rainfall. other ro*u"*, havJbeen inrt"llh in cinjunction

tii"

involved a significant amount of research
The volunteer efforts at randscaping have obviously
plantings' Cercain

physica!Fbgr trqri.ed-to install and maintain these
thrived at this
it Florida Cooniie u"a the Dwarf Yaupon Holly' have
plant materialr, ,,r"h
are very small
that
"
planted areas have plants
property and have l""orn" well establitiJ. Oifttt
grow and
have become trampled and 1oJ aflow.ed to
and close to the pedestrian areas that they
perennial plantings appear to be
pllnts'
thrive. Many of the plantings ur" p"rr#uityp"
-These
*tt"n the planis are not in bloom' In the winter
very mixed unO urrrili uf*i'yt visuattyeifeJti*
almosfweedy lo9-king' The Erosion Control
months, the perenniul, b""o-" mostly dormant and
will show some different approaches to
and planting Guidelines section of this document
landscapingintermsoflayout,plantgroupingsandrecommendedlocations.
and planning u,
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This soil on this site (Tavares Sand) has a relatively low erosion factor for sheet and rill
erosion caused by water runoff. As observed, however, this project site does have steep
slopes along the river bank which is where most ofthe erosion is occurring. For this property,
erosion can be reduced by these primary improvements:

A. Limit

pedestrian access across slopes and better defrne pedestrian access
pathways.
B. Provide specific obvious areas for pedestrian access and viewing along the river's
edge.

c.

Reestablish low understory plantings and trees along the sloped areas
D. Install railroad tie or landscape timber borders to unprotected landscape ar€as.
These borders will help to control runoffand protect the plants as they become
established.
E. Reduce surface runofffrom parking areas and pavilion roof gutters

F.

Maintain organic mulch cover in all areas

Figures I - 10 on the following pages show examples of how these erosion control
concepts can be implemented at specific areas of the park site.

will reduce pedestrian
1: The suggested addition of a qimple low fence along the parking area
will maintain open
style
fence
open
low
This
access in this along the steep slopes to the water's edge'
two rails'
with
rail fence
views towards the water. suggested fence style is a 35 inch high split
Figure

2: This photo shows the same area as Figure 1 above' This
isln open area that allows easy access to the wate/s edge which
Figure

increases the erosion Potential.

Figure 3: The suggested planting of small trees along the sloped areas will help to hold the soil and
reduce erosion. These tree plantings sfrould occur in areas that have minimal tree cover as well as
under other larger trees for eventual replacements of older trees as they naturally decline.

The addition of low growing native and Florida friendly plants will also act to retain the soil
and reduce erosion. The Figure 1 - 3 illustrations show how these improvements can be implemented
in multi-phases. The fence will help to keep the plants protected from foot traffic
Figure

4:

Figure

5: Consider adding observation,decks at strategic locations to allow

closer views of the river

without disturbing the sloped shoreline banks.

Figure 6: This photo shows the same area as Figure 5 above.
an area that pedestrians use to get closer views of the water.

(or gravel) surface and edging to reduce erosion
Figure 7: Existing bench area showing addition of mulch
groundcover such as perennial peanut for ground
and define designated path area. Also consider using
cover in areas that receive abundant

sunlight.

8: This photo shows the same area as Figure 7 above' The
p"1n*ry and area under the bench is worn and subject to erosion.

Figure
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Figure 9: Control erosion at edge of pavilion by reestablishing gravel cover bordered by low retaining
wall. Retaining wall may be constructed using precast concrete retaining wall blocks, reinforced
concrete block with stone facing or raikoad ties or landscape timbers.

Figure 10: This photo shows the same area as Figure 9 above. This

area is subject to ongoing erosion from storm water runoff and
heavy pedestrian use.
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Figure L1: This graphic illustrates propostid planting along the sloped banks. Understory plantings are
arranged in large groupings to maintain a neater appearance and to have more visual impact. Larger
shrubs and trees shall also be planted in strategii locations in order to retain maximum views to water.
Also note the suggested railroad tie or landscape timber border which is used to separate the planting
areas from the pedestrian pathways. This will help small plants to become established without the risk
of being accidentally walked on. The landscape timbers shall be staked into the ground so that they
remain in place; this will also help to control runoff and erosion along the sloped banks.
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Figure 12: Understory plantings shall be planted in multiple rows with
roughly equal spacing. Try to avoid single rows of plants as they

appear less naturalistic.
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Figure L3: Another example showing plant groupings and triangular spacing to achieve a more

naturalistic appearance

Figure 14: This photo shows the same area as above in its current
condition. This single row of plantings has less visual impact than
the illustration shown above and appears less naturalistic.
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This short list of recommended plants is based upon several factors including soil
classification and pH, soil moisture, light exposure, wind resistance, messiness from fruit and
berries etc. Other factors include expected availability, general maintenance requirements
and whether the plant is considered a Florida native plant or Florida Friendly plant. Based
upon published soil surveys, the soils that exist at this park site is Tavares Sand, 0 - 5%
slopes. Tavares Sand is a deep sandy soil with a pH of approximately 4.5, which is
considered very strongly acid.

TREES

Sweetbav Magnolia
Bald Cvoress

Pond Cvoress

White Oak
Live Oak

GROUND COVERS

SHRUBS
5aw Palmetto
Silver Saw Palmetto
Florida Coontie
BeauWberry
Sweetshrub

Loblollv Bav
Red Cedar

Loblolly Bay
American Hornbeam
Eastern Redbud

Hawthorn
Dahoon Hollv
Myrtle Holly
American Hornbeam
Swamp Bav
Chapman's Oak

Buttonbush
Varnish Leaf
Eusenia Stoppers
Gallberrv
Yaupon Holly
Wax Mvrtle
Mvrtle Oak
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The maintenance guidelines below cover the following topics:

r
o
o
o
o
r
o
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o
o

Monitoring areas of erosion
Tree trimming
Other plant material trimming
Protection of new planting areas
Maintaining visibility to river
Weed control
Removal of exotic plants
Watering

Fertilization
Cost control
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